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+ Cleans 
the whole slope  

of your roof *

+ Permanent/ lifelong 
solution that is durable 

and will not warp

+ Prolongs water contact 
maximizing results of 
released ions

+ Aesthetically
pleasing appearance

+ Reusable

- Cleans 
partially down the 

slope of your roof

- Temporary and 
vulnerable to damage 
and warping

- Water passes right over, 
no prolonged contact

BOTH 
+ Clean algae 

from shingled roof

+ Release Ions

+ Simple to Install

+ Works on  
Existing Roofs

+ Time  
Release

COPPER  -VS-  ZINC

   * Test results have shown Copper Cat to clean 30ft down roof face.

•	 Chemicals	are	a	temporary	solution		
requiring	reoccurring	applications.

•	 Waste	of	money	in	the	long	run.

COPPER CAT
• Eliminates	exposure	to	harmful

chemicals.

•	 Utilizes	natural	organic	chemistry	to	
fight	natural	organic	issues.

•	 Renews	roof	system,	extends	roof	 
life	cycle.

NOTES ON 
CHEMICALS

Bottom of second course 
should butt up to raised portion

of COPPER CAT

Ridge Cap 

Second
Course

COPPER
CAT

NOTES:

 The double-sided copper strip is 20x stronger 
than zinc strips 

 The copper oxidizes and eventually blends 
with 90% of shingle colors for a neat and 
clean look 

 Uses the natural process of water interacting 
with copper to release ions that prevent 
growth of algae, mold, moss, etc. on shingles 

 Works on new or existing roofs made of 
asphalt, cedar, slate, etc.

 Helps improve the overall look of a roof by 
removing black streaks, patchy spots, and 
other unsightly discolorations 

They will continue to work for 
hundreds of years and can be 
reused on each new roof.

KEY FEATURES  
& BENEFITS

From left, use a roofing flat bar to lift bottom of 2nd course. Slide 
a COPPER CAT strip under 3/4" to where bottom of shingle butts 
up to COPPER CAT’S raised portion, nail down, repeat to end. 

* Install Copper Cat along all ridge lines for complete coverage. 
*  Cover all nail heads with a dab of roofing compound or caulking that is suitable 

for high temperatures.   

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
For further instructions and videos, visit coppercat.com
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Raised Portion

Hip roof. Refer as cap

Gable roof. *Refer as cap 
(tear off / new construction)

Gable roof. *Refer as second 
course (existing shingles / 
old construction)
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FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING CONTACT: 


